The Boarding House
at Medbury
From the Headmaster
Boarding at Medbury offers boys
unique life opportunities, enabling
them to develop independence
and make good friendships,
discover inner strengths, and
enjoy the full benefits of Medbury’s
culture.
For those intending to board
at secondary school, Medbury
provides an invaluable foundation,
making this vital transition
seamless. The organisation skills
and self-discipline Medbury
establishes, will serve the boys
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throughout their school life and
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each other, and often develop
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What Boarding at Medbury offers your son
	An inclusive, welcoming place
to grow as an individual with the
support of his ‘brothers’.

	Access to unrivalled, modern
facilities and a comprehensive
programme of activities.

	The option for boys to go home on
a Friday and return on Monday.

	Structure, guidance and
encouragement from a
dedicated team of staff.

	A culture of caring, respect and
tolerance that will help him gain
confidence and independence.

	The opportunity to benefit from a
comprehensive Medbury School

	Regular contact with family.

education.
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are designed to be balanced,
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nutritious and appetising, while

All the boarders are encouraged

accommodates up to 43 boys,

satisfying busy, active boys.

ranging from age seven to
thirteen. Facilities include two

to communicate regularly with
parents and family members. They

dormitories, a common room, and
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Skype or letter writing. Parents are

enjoy their own space. Quality first

experienced and committed
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Outside of school hours, the

Matrons, and Gap tutors all reside
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swimming pool, library, astro turf,
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climbing wall and sports fields. The
boys also have access to digital
Sky TV, an X-box, a DVD player,
board games, Lego and a pool
table.
‘Boarders’ Weekends’, regular
outings, Saturday sport, barbecues
in the summer, and extra
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curricular activities, all keep the
boys busy. Meals are served in

We take our responsibility for your son extremely
seriously and we are committed to the highest
standards of care, in all aspects of boarding life.
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